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ABOUT US

Founded in the year 2012, conviction provides you with Human Resource Solutions that are well researched. 
Our placement services are worked upon in tandem with state of the art technology and a proactive team of 
expert headhunters. In today’s human resource global community our name comes as a bankable source of 
opportunity and talent providers, so that your company reaps optimum harvests of profit by resting the right 
jobs on right shoulders.

Our young and proficient team of executive search consultants comprises of some of the most qualified, 
talented, passionate and experienced search professionals. Our objective-focused solutions are thus able to 
compliment the solid rise and eminence of start-ups, established businesses and enterprises. The team at 
Convictions is trained to deliver relevant profiles within tight deadlines. 

We combine an intuitive understanding of your business needs with our focused approach and our market 
knowledge of today’s talent market. We are driven by matrix and judge our ability by constantly focusing on the 
knowledge and value that our talent brings to your table. Some of the reputed companies associated with us 
are subsidiary companies of some of the biggest established Indian companies and the top most MNCs of the 
BPO’s and the travel vertical.



BUSINESS PARTNER –
Corporates



BUSINESS PARTNER – Information Technology



BUSINESS PARTNER – BFSI Clients



BUSINESS PARTNER – E-Commerce Clients



BUSINESS PARTNER – ITES/BPO/KPOs



BUSINESS PARTNER – ITES/BPO/KPOs



Why Conviction?
We help you in sourcing the best Human Capital in the industry by conducting a 
vigorous research on your niche line of business and exploring your branding and USP. 
Understanding the Mission and Work Culture of your Company helps us to recognize 
the uniqueness of a position and devise a corresponding strategy. This preparation 
always gives us an edge and increases our success ratio in finding the right profile for 
your organization with the fewest resumes 



Revenue Plan 2018-23

Major focus is to acquire 
Tier1 Global clients in 

India and abroad.

Planning to get into other
verticals of HR services 
apart from recruitment

Focus to be on 
adding more 

branches pan India

To be Profitable by FY 
2019-20 with an 

EBITDA of around 40%

Year 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23

Revenue (INR) 
(CR) 2.8 2.33 5 10 18 30

Current Status 4 
CR Billed ( TO BE 

BILLED)1.2 CR 



Our Approach
That’s our motto for success. we have focused on service delivery in the executive recruitment and our consultancy business 
and have come out even stronger and bigger.

We believe that the recruitment process is one of the simplest yet complex services that any company can offer to it’s 
partners. Simple because is to understand, locate and convince incumbents about the role offered; complex because of the 
hurdles in precisely zeroing in on the precise talent that perfectly matches your requirements and marketing the role to them
truthfully and convincingly and we firmly believe that no two jobs are the same. However sufficient synergies can be 
developed in people to learn the new job much quicker.

Our Approach includes:

•Based on our experience in the industry, identifying the needs of a particular organization in terms of skill sets necessary for
a particular type of project.

•Targeted delivery of competent, experienced as well as fresh candidates with skills necessary for the particular project.

•For fresh candidates we conduct an orientation session to make them aware of the opportunities in the BPO industry and 
make them look at it as a career option rather than as a way to make a quick buck.



Our Vision
• To be the preferred recruitment partner for our partner companies.

• To be the destination of choice for prospective candidates.

• To provide a one-stop-shop for all our client requirements of BPO & Non BPO support 
functions



Our Mission

To Empower clients by recruiting exceptionally superior personnel with passion and 
professional rigor and in turn enhance the net worth of our client’s human capital and 
unleash their human potential to the maximum.



Our Infrastructure

We believe that Technology will emerge as the sole and Key driver to our 
business; and technology will ensure our flagship position in HR management 
and personnel Placement services Industry. Therefore, we employ the best of 
database management software customized for the enhancement and ease 
of the search and recruitment process. We constantly strive to augment and 
better our technical resources and systemize the whole process of search and 
recruitment.



Our Methodology
We propose to conduct initial screenings for various skill sets based on your 
requirement. During these initial screenings we shall check for various 
parameters that the Job Demands. 

We propose to work in close consultations with yourselves in order to satisfy 
your man-power requirements. Potential Candidates are identified and 
researched using the expertise of our database, Industry Research, 
Consultations and discussions with informed individuals for valuables, 
objective insights on people and relevant skill sets & issues. We prepare 
detailed confidential profile for each short listed candidate wherever 
necessary, comprising biographical data, career and Remuneration and a full 
appraisal against the specification.



Service Delivery Timing
Our aim is to ensure that candidates are introduced to positions in companies 
that will enhance their careers and that clients are in turn introduced to 
applicants who will fit their specific requirements and add value to their 
organization.

Our recruitment procedure is rigorous and broken down into various steps like 
pre-screening, and skill-checking. We believe that every search and 
placement process is exclusive and the time frame to accomplish the search 
and recruitment is dependent on multiple factors.  Conviction shall remain 
committed to provide personnel of exceptionally good quality to its clients at 
any point of time. The pursuit of an effective longevity in career of the 
personnel we place shall gladly compel us to persistently reanalyze our 
selection methods and approach. Conviction shall build fruitful relationships 
that are long term, and we shall endeavor to keep our lines of communication 
as amicable and approachable at all times in our aim to emerge as the most 
preferred superior source of human resource management and personnel 
placement services in India .



Our success mantra is our team work. Good teamwork releases group 
synergy so that the combined effect of individual contributions far exceeds 
the sum of their individual effects. There is mutual accountability and 
togetherness amongst members of a well-knit team. The basic premise here 
is that individual contributions cannot be as good as all of us working 
together in a team. Our team players place team objectives ahead of their 
own personal goals. In today’s organizational world, success is dependent on 
the quality of the employee’s skills, efforts and innovation.



CONTACT US
RAJESH MUDHLIAR 

(+91) 9819996001

Rajesh.mudhliar@convictionhr.com

• Visit us at:            |         |        |

BRANCH Ground Floor Eternity Mall Teen Haath Naka Thane(W)       98199 96001

BRANCH

3rd Floor, Building no 508, Above  saapaad restaurant , 6th cross road, 6th 
Block, Koramangala,  Bengaluru, Karnataka 560034 9870500163

BRANCH

A-1010, Titainum Heights, Near Vodafone  House, Corporate Road, 
Prahladnagar, Makarba, Ahmedabad Gujarat 380015 98199 96001

BRANCH

303, 3rd floor, Gera Sterling, Vasani Nagar, next to starbucks, Koregaon Park, 
Pune, Maharashtra 411001

9324317140

REGISTERED OFFICE B wing" 002, Kemp Plaza, Opp. Magnus Tower, Mind Space Malad (West),
 Mumbai, Maharashtra, INDIA: 400064

022-40045249



THANK YOU



Expertise in IT/Ites Roles
Expertise in Niche IT/Ites Roles

TCS IT

Development: Snowflakes Developer/Architect, Big Data Scala, Hadoop Developer, Markit EDM, Informatica (PC/BDM), Business Objects Developer, Qlicksense, 
Genesys-IVR Developer, Python (Robot framework) Developer, ServiceNow Developer, Azure Architect, Sitecore, AEM, iOS, Angular, React, Azure DevOps

Administration: Splunk Administration, Postgres Database, Tools - Aternity, Tools - New Relic, Service Now Developer, Mainframe Db2, / Architect, ServiceNow Admin, 
DataDog Monitoring, OCI Cloud, TIDAL Support, SNOW Admin, ELK DB, Big FIX, Infra Architect, Solarwinds, BMC Remedy, Ingres DB, Kubernates

TCS BPS
Production Support : Java, Dot Net, Automation (Selenium) Testing, Performance Testing, SAP ABAP with GTS/SAP HR/SAP FICO/SAP SD , Command Center analyst, 
Cisco Routing and Switching, Transition Lead, Digital command Centre, VBA Excel Analyst, VOIP, Power BI

Systemax Java Developer (web/app), Frontend Architect, System Admin, Manual Testing

Epicentre AI/RPA Developer, System Admin

HDFC Business Analyst-Payments/API Gateway

Syngience Production Support Lead/Manager, Dot Net core, API testing

Sterling Fullstack Developer, Front End Developer, Java Developer, Automation Testing, AWS Cloud Developer, BI Lead, Business Analyst

Accenture Cybersecurity, SAS clinical programmer, iOS Developer, Android Developer, Java Architect

Radius Web Developer (Angular), Programmer Analyst (SSIS)

Teleperformance Telecom Engineer, Network Engineer, Incident Management, VBA Developer, RPA Automation


